Heart rate regularisation in patients with permanent atrial fibrillation implanted with a VVI(R) pacemaker.
Irregularity of ventricular cycles is a cause of haemodynamic impairment and symptoms in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF). Aim of the study was to determine the optimal pacing rate to stabilise ventricular cycle length at rest in patients with chronic AF, bradycardiac symptoms and VVI pacing. The compensatory pause (CP) in AF, as defined by Langendorf, was used as a reference value in pacing the heart. The spontaneous mean heart rate (MHR) was assessed with the PM OFF. The CP was then calculated with the pacing rate programmed at 40 bpm. Four pacing rates were tested: rate of the CP (RCP), RCP + 5 bpm, RCP - 5 bpm and RCP - 10 bpm. RCP provided a good estimate of the MHR (r = 0.92). Pacing percentage (P%) was 24 +/- 15% at the pacing rate of RCP - 10 bpm, 39 +/- 19% at RCP - 5 bpm, 63 +/- 17% at RCP, and 79 +/- 19% at RCP + 5 bpm (p < 0.001). The corresponding HR modestly increased from 65 +/- 13 bpm to 66 +/- 13 bpm (p = NS), 68 +/- 13 bpm (p < 0.001) and 71 +/- 13 bpm (p < 0.001), respectively. The RCP estimates, during pacing, what the spontaneous MHR would be. Ventricular stimulation at the RCP causes a high P%, stabilising cardiac cycles with a modest increase in HR.